
 

 

The ability of texts to resonate with audiences across contexts lies in their power to examine 

key aspects of human experience. T S Eliot’s poetry, written in the midst of early twentieth 

century’s encounter with post War technological boom and a rising disenchantment with 

urban progress, charts the tension between individual and society that this progress produces 

and its impact on individuals. His dark vision underlines the fragmentation of identity that 

results. His poems “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” and “Preludes” encapsulate his 

overarching pessimism, and resonates with postmodern audiences accustomed to the 

fragmentary and isolating experiences of the modern world. 

 

“The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” represents the experience of alienation within a 

modern, industrialised society, illustrating the consequent personal despair that is evoked by 

a profound isolation. Eliot utilizes imagery to presents an urban landscape of “half-deserted 

streets,” which serves to introduce Eliot’s perception of modernity as a mundane ‘wasteland’. 

The dramatic monologue form functions as symbolic of an address to Prufrock’s inner self, 

exposing the duality between the socially prescribed identity and the yearning of the inner 

self. The process of Prufrock’s emotional and moral decay is evident in the poem’s structure. 

The opening stanzas are of varying length and often digress, representing Prufrock’s stream 

of consciousness rumination, while the ending stanzas are short and vague, representing his 

lack of energy and unwillingness to continue. The characterization of Prufrock comments on 

humanity’s growing detachment from the world, also symbolizing the move from 

Romanticism to Modernism. This detachment is further pronounced with the interjection of 

rhyming couplets and tercets, “In the room the women come and go/Talking of 

Michelangelo”, a comment on the fetishism of art and modernity’s superficial engagement 

with creative pursuits. Eliot employs synecdoche to represent characters as individual parts, 

rather than whole, “prepare a face to meet the faces that you meet”,  to express their 

detachment of mind and body as a result of the demands of urban living.  

 

Consequently, Prufrock’s psychological fragmentation and insecurities are disclosed in the 

tension between his insistent questions: “Do I dare / Disturb the universe?”, an interrogation 

which introduces the promise of a more fulfilling personal existence. The evasive temporal 

repetition, “there will be time”, signals his doubt that this promise will ever be fulfilled. This 

apprehension reveals his feelings of insignificance and vulnerability, highlighted in the poem 

by the parenthetical prosopopoeial, “(They will say: How his hair is growing thin!’)” The fear 

of such humiliation reflects the oppressive social expectations and values of his world which 



 

 

mock his physical appearance, rather than recognise any personal qualities or spiritual 

aspirations. Yet, Prufrock accepts the emptiness of a life where “human voices wake us” 

from personal dreams “and we drown”, the inclusive plural pronoun giving his experience a 

timeless universality. Thus, Prufrock’s fears of the social constructs and conventions of his 

world condemn him to a life devoid of personal richness and robbed of passion. 

 

Eliot’s free verse lyrical poem, “Preludes” interrogates the assumed benefits of modernity by 

highlighting the physical and spiritual decay of the individual that takes place in an urban, 

industrialised society. The poem is structured in fragmented vignettes from a 24 hour city 

routine, creating a disconnected and monotonous atmosphere reflective of urban life. 

Separated into four irregular stanzas, each provides a vignette of humanity within the newly 

formed city.  Eliot depicts modernity as a destructive force which induced modern social 

degradation and urban alienation. The opening personification of “the winter evening settles 

down / With smells of steaks in passageways,” a sibilantly sinister, onomatopoeic 

representation of sordid urban poverty, utilises olfactory imagery to subvert the classically 

beautiful Romantic evening, establishing modernity as a vindictive force instead of a social 

asset. The irony of the title comments on the superfluous mundanity of the modern 

dilapidated world, reflecting life that is a prelude only to emptiness. Similarly, the poem’s 

circular narrative showcases the mundanity and meaningless cycle of modern life, also 

conveyed through the quadriptych, defining both the structure of the poem and the structure 

of the life of the modern man. 

 

 Eliot’s overlays a cynicism and pessimism of his era, both academically and in the broader 

society. His focus on the masks of people within society continues his critique of the dual 

nature of humanity “With other masquerades that time resumes, one thinks of the hands that 

are raising dingy shades in a thousand furnished rooms”, concentrated the reader on the 

projection that times can change but can’t deny the dulling and dirty reality. Eliot presents us 

with an aggregation of negative urban images, “burnt out…grimy scraps…muddy feet,” 

which reflect the disintegration of the modern world. The ending of Preludes focuses on an 

image of cynical acceptance and survival, “Wipe your hang across your mouth, and laugh; 

The worlds revolve like ancient women gathering in fuel in vacant lots”, the persona’s 

accepting the futility of life and an inability to halt time or the progress towards this state. 

Eliot saw society as paralyzed and wounded, and thus portrayed his characters with a 

similarly damaged psyche, such as Prufrock.  It is clear to readers that the infinitely repetitive 



 

 

and mundane nature of modern society enable Prufrock’s and by extension society’s 

restlessness to find meaning, a vain quest that ultimately leads to detachment. This is further 

explored within Preludes whereby Eliot presents a similarly bleak outlook upon what he 

perceives to be a decaying society. The assimilation of the man’s soul with the street, 

“trampled by insistent feet”, to show the extent of urbanization and how this causes the decay 

of the human condition. 

 

 Thus, the reader is presented with an austere assessment of society for them to further their 

understanding of their own – in Eliot’s opinion, unfulfilling – role within it. This 

disconnection of individuals from society and the natural environment has led to the search 

for meaning to be futile and to ultimately fail. 

 


